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The tumultuous year in art
By John E. Mitchell, North Adams Transcript
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With a show titled "Unhinged" opening in January —
featuring works with titles like "Harsh Realty" and
"Harbinger" — Mass MoCA unwittingly described
the year to follow for the arts community in North
Adams. Though there were ups, the downs made
the biggest splashes in the news, and the downs in
the arts was rarely about the art at all. Most of it
focused on the scenes behind the galleries — and
much of that involved Mass MoCA.
Despite that, "Unhinged," featuring photographs by
Peter Garfield and a massive painting by Adam
Cvijanovic, was a playful way to begin to the year.
Though the images it presented — houses and
other objects flying helplessly into the atmosphere
in an explosion of confusion and disarray — could
seem like soothsaying of the first order when
viewed in retrospect, its real power was as a
humble art show,in the smallest room of the Mass
MoCA complex, quiet in presentation but big on
ideas.

This solar-powered bikini was just one of
the technological art marvels to appear at
Greylock...

An innocent peek
It was around thise time that newly-elected governor Deval Patrick toured Mass MoCA,
taking in many exhibits including the not yet opened Christoph Buchel exhibit "Training
Ground for Democracy." A visiting dignitary

Advertisement

checking out upcoming art
at the local tourist
attraction might seem like
a boring public relations
event, but this apparently
innocuous happening
would prove to be one of
the most pivotal actions of
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In the same month, dynamic MoCa curator Nato Thompson called it a day after over five
years, moving on to New York City to helm Creative Time. Among Thompson's most
notable contributions to the museum was "The Interventionists," a show that gathered up
myriad political, public art under one roof, as well as his local involvement with the
Contemporary Artists Center and the creative community of Troy, N.Y.
Looking ahead while pondering his path, Thompson told The Transcript, "In a place like
New York, everyone's always name dropping, the art world is very Insular and everybody's
always social climbing. When you leave the campus of Mass MoCA and you go over to the
Mohawk to get a beer, you're not afraid of anybody name dropping with you about artists,
it's just very straightforward and it brings you back to reality. You don't even have a chance
to be pretentious because it's just absurd."
Artistic temperment
In February, Mass MoCA featured "Of All the People in the World," a contemporary art
performance piece that had the British art collective Stan's Café creating piles of dry white
rice to give easy comparison for measures of disease, population, war and other social
concerns. Christoph Buchel, however, was still missing in action — The Boston Globe
reported that the artist claimed that Mass MoCA had violated agreements, had not provided
materials, had mishandled the proposed budget of the exhibit — and that he was irate
enough not to return to finish his work on the piece.
One of Buchel's prime complaints was that the museum had violated his demand that no
one be allowed to see the work before completion — a courtesy extended to the new
governor, as well as some members of the press covering the event and various museum
supporters. Buchel was also unhappy that the museum would not dish out more money
added to his $250,000 budget in order to purchase a fuselage from a 727 jet. The plan —
in an amusing and prophetic illustration of the phrase "crash and burn" — was to blow up
the fuselage before suspending it from the gallery's ceiling.
The fog of artistic creation in regard to Christoph Buchel was just beginning.
In April, the dormant Contemporary Artists Center eyed a move to the former Notre Dame
Church. The center had been looking for a home since September — though it had paid no
rent in its previous home at the Beaver Mill and landlord Eric Rudd claimed to have been
floating the organization all these years. It looked like the first summer season without CAC
events in years was coming.
Mass MoCa announced that it was self-sustaining after raising $37 million toward a
"Permanence Fund" that would be put into programs and facilities, including the permanent
Sol LeWitt gallery that will take up three floors in Building 7. Coinciding in the celebratory
air was "The Believers," an exhibit collecting outsider and eccentric artists, cementing the
museum's philosophy that art was for everyone, especially oddballs. Savoy pagan Roger
Davis, a.k.a. Witch Vortex, finally, as Red Buttons used to say, got a dinner in this show —
his junk worship altars and wooden statues were transported from his property to the
galleries for the eyes of New York City art enthusiasts to discover.
Among the other eccentric exhibitors were: CarianaCarianne, who claimed to be two
distinct individuals in one body; Breyer P-Orridge, a body modification project of life
partners Genesis and Lady Jaye P-Orridge to surgically become a third being through
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parallel cosmetic work; Emory Blagdon, a former hobo from Nebraska who built healing
machines in the form of wire sculptures; and Theo Jansen, who created plastic windpowered creatures that he intended to set free.
In May, Mass MoCA premiered Spencer Finch's "What Time Is It on the Sun?" displaying
multimedia reproductions of light readings he took in various places around the world. With
titles like "West (Sunset in my motel room, Monument Valley, February 26, 2007, 5:36 6:06 p.m.)" and "Two Hours, Two Minutes, Two Seconds (Wind at Walden Pond, March 12,
2007)," Finch uses lights and fans and other material to reproduce the actual data he took
at the time. You can't prove that it's accurate, you just have to take his word for it — and
why not?
Smaller — but in many ways more significant — was the sudden appearance of "Made at
Mass MoCA," an seemingly impromptu retrospective of the museum's past installations that
was strategically placed in the gallery behind the Buchel exhibit, through patrons had to
walk to see the little retrospective. Buchel's work was covered in tarps — it was easy
enough to peek through it, but a security guard was always around to move you along. The
exhibit at the end of the Buchel maze was essentially a room full of proof that the museum
had gotten along with scores of other apparently more reasonable artists like Gregory
Crewdson, Robert Wilson, Natalie Jere-mijenko and William Pope.L. — despite Buchel's
claims against it. Some arts press brushed it aside as one-sided spin, while others cried
"Right on!" At the same time, Mass MoCA filed court papers to win the right to show the
exhibit without the tarps — Buchel filed a counter suit.
Summer managed to bring in arts opportunities that miraculously had little or nothing
whatsoever to do with Mass MoCA, though the museum did participate in the high profile
"NL: A Season of Dutch Arts in the Berkshires," which did exactly as the title promised and
heavily involved the Clark Art Institute, Tangle-wood and Jacob's Pillow.
Also during June and July, the Clark debuted "The Unknown Monet," which concentrated
on lesser known works by renowned painter — particularly unusual was his early caricature
work.
"We don't think of him as an artist who represents the human figure and we certainly don't
think of him as a funny guy," curator James Ganz remarked about Monet. "He's a lot of
things, but he's not a humorist."
The Williams College Museum of Art offered "Making It New: The Art and Style of Sara and
Gerald Murphy," an exhibit built around fabulous gadabouts in 1920s France and their
artistic friends. MCLA Gallery 51 celebrated its second anniversary with "Hometown Hits,"
which brought together a dream team of local artists, though caught some ire in the
community for being locally juried rather than being handed over to impartial outside
organizers.
Adams saw the opening of Greylock Arts, an innovative gallery that specializes in
technological contemporary art through a link with New York Universi-ty's Interactive
Technology Program. This became the place to go for solar-powered bikinis and LEDpowered firefly jars and provided an exciting and madcap jolt to the local gallery scene.
By the end of summer, it seemed that the arts venues in North Adams were continuing to
grow. The Contemporary Artists Center made its formal proposal for the Notre Dame space
and the Clark announced that within the next four years, it would create galleries and
exhibition space on the Mass MoCA complex. The so-called Clark@MassMoCA would
unite two area arts powerhouses in two different cities.
Tragic loss
September began with a sad note — Joseph Conway, co-owner of Kolok Gallery in North
Adams, and partner in business and life to Kurt Kolok, died in a devastating car crash in
Prince's Bay, N.Y. The arts community counted it as a major loss to the local creative arts,
as well as a personal tragedy — above all, they had to say good-bye to a good friend.
By the end of September, the dispute between Buchel and Mass MoCA reached an end
and even the conclusion caused ripples division throughout the art world. U.S. District
Court Judge Michael A. Ponsor ruled that the museum had the right to show the installation
as it existed. Commentaries appearing everywhere from the New York Times to dozens of
art blogs called Mass MoCA the enemy of artists and sympathized with Buchel — some
people called for acclaimed artist Jenny Holzer, who was poised to take over the space in
November, to boycott the museum in a show of solidarity. Others saw the matter as one of
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simple contractual obligation involving the sort of guy who gives artists a bad name.
Regardless, Mass MoCA decided to scrap the whole thing without fanfare and treat the
incident like a bad dream.
The Plum Gallery in Williamstown closed, citing poor sales as the cause. Roger Rees
announced his departure from the Williamstown Theatre Festival after a wobbly three-year
tenure — Rees did not renew his contract. One of artists in "The Believers," Lady Jaye,
died suddenly, leaving the Breyer P-Orridge project permanently incomplete. A dour
autumn was perked up by the second annual Open Studios in North Adams, which built on
the success of the first.
In November, Holzer filled Mass MoCA's Building 5 with her own special brand of
minimalism — plush bean bag chairs and words projected on walls, floors and ceilings —
erasing any sign of Christoph Buchel and his carefully orchestrated pile of junk. Any
disappointment that she didn't blacklist MoCA was well below the radar and the show won
rave reviews.
It took a traditional outlet like the Norman Rockwell Museum in Stockbridge to put all other
institutions to shame with its cutting edge wild card "Lit-Graphic," a group exhibit celebrating
the graphic novel — easily one of the fastest growing genres in mainstream publishing.
Included were should-be household names like Dave Sim, Will Eisner, Steve Ditko, Jessica
Abel, Peter Kuper and Marc Hempel, as well as local boy Howard Cruse and alreadylegends Art Speigelman and R. Crumb.
Bye bye CAC
As the year ended, the Con-temporary Artists Center an-nounced that it would not take
over the Notre Dame space and, in fact, would be moving itself to Troy, N.Y., with which it
had close organizational and creative ties. What followed was a flurry of name-calling and
little in the way of verifiable facts, with each side claiming the other was to blame for the
split.
Founder Eric Rudd questioned the organization's flight from the city, as well as the
competence of its leadership. Mayor Barrett called the actions of the organization "unethical
and morally wrong" and that "they should be ashamed of themselves" and described his
own mood as "angry and bitter." The North Adams Transcript proclaimed "good riddance"
in an editorial and instructed "North Adams residents should shed no tears."
The center claimed that the move had to do with "considerable code-related complications
with the structure and its use, which the city would not allow time to responsibly address,"
as well as clerical ineptitude, though the city of North Adams disputes this and there hasn't
been any documentation proving the center's claims. A couple posts on the Berkshire
ArtStart Web site show the center as feeling unfairly tarred and feathered on their
departure.
The one thing everyone can probably agree on is that it was an ugly way to bring in the
new year. As 2008 opens, North Adams finds itself without one of its most interesting arts
institutions after 17 years of residency, and clear, documented explanations are still
missing from the broadsides.
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